Bath Painting Service Q & A
How is the painting done?
We mechanically key the bath ﬁrst and cover all areas evenly this is to ensure the paint
adheres to the surface of the bath. We then coat the bath with a water based UPVC primer.
The bath is then painted using both roller and paint brush with 3 or more coats of the chosen
paint colour.
How long does it take?
We give an estimate of 14 working days. This is to allow for preparation, priming and drying
time between each coat of paint (usually 24hours). However this is only an estimate and can
be affected by paint availability as well as curing times for the paint and for these reasons
delivery time can vary greatly. Though we always endeavour to keep you informed should
there be a delay. Darker paints take longer to cure therefore longer to paint.
Can I pick any colour at all?
We recommend a Farrow & Ball colour as we have had good experience with their paints and
have achieved excellent ﬁnishes. They offer a wide range of colours and a colour chart can
be requested on their website www.farrow-ball.com
What if I don't want a Farrow & Ball colour?
From experience we can not accept any responsibility for the outcome should an alternative
paint be used. However if you wish to use an alternative paint you will need to ensure it is ﬁt
for purpose.
Can I use metallic paint?
We have tried to source a suitable metallic paint and have yet been unsuccessful.
Can I paint the bath myself?
Yes you can. We will happily provide advice but can not accept any responsibility for the
outcome.
We recommend that you follow the same process we do
·
Key the bath with as course as possible sandpaper. Make sure you cover all areas
evenly.
·
Prime the bath with a suitable primer. Farrow & Ball recommend using water based
UPVC primer
·
Paint the bath leaving plenty of time between coats we recommended 24 hours
Please contact us if your require further advice on how to do this by emailing
sales@bcdesigns.co.uk

